Ford tempo turbo

The Ford 2. Ford produced the 2. The engine is not related to Ford's in-four-cylinders that
powered the to Model B cars. The 2. A turbocharged version powered the Fox-bodied Mustangs
and other performance cars. The Lima 2. Ford placed its 2. The initial output was horsepower. In
, it received a Duraspark ignition system. Upgrades over the years included switching from a
two-piece to a one-piece rear main seal in , reducing the crankshaft main journal sizes in , and
changing to a distributorless ignition system in From to , it had a 9-to-1 compression ratio,
which increased in to 9. The to engines had a 9. The engine was carbureted through , and then
switched to a multiport electronic fuel-injection system in In the Ford Rangers, the horsepower
was only rated at 79, but it climbed to 82 in , in and finally horsepower in Its top torque rating
was foot-pounds. Beginning in , Ford equipped its Mustangs and some Mercury Capris with an
optional turbocharged version of the 2. These turbos came with a carburetor and had no
intercooler. They were also unreliable. Part of the problem stemmed from poor Ford dealership
maintenance training. Ford mechanics could not figure out how to unstick a frozen turbo. The
Mustang GT version had horsepower and poor acceleration. Ford Motorsport offered an
optional boost controller with an adjustable rod to push the psi of the turbocharger from 5 to 9
psi, but the standard among turbochargers was 15 psi. Ford used the non-turbo 2. It was the
base engine for the Aerostar minivan, compact Courier pickup, and the Courier's successor, the
Ranger. Jeep CJ-5s manufactured in Brazil also received the engine. Buyers could order the
optional turbocharged 2. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and
editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to
covering the Middle East. Information on a Ford 2. Turbo Beginning in , Ford equipped its
Mustangs and some Mercury Capris with an optional turbocharged version of the 2.
Applications Ford used the non-turbo 2. The Ford Tempo and its twin, the Mercury Topaz , are
compact cars that were produced by the Ford Motor Company for model years to They were
downsized successors to the boxy Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr twins. The Tempo and
Topaz were part of a rejuvenation plan by Ford to offer more environmentally friendly, fuel
efficient, and more modern styled models to compete with the European and Japanese imports.
While the car sold well, its innovation and aerodynamic design paved the way for the even more
groundbreaking Ford Taurus. Although built on a different platform, the aerodynamic Ford
Sierra was somewhat of a European counterpart to the Tempo. The Sierra too was succeeded
by Ford's world car platform in the form of the Ford Mondeo. The design and life of the Tempo
began in the late s as Ford was gearing to build towards a more ergonomic, more efficient, and
more aerodynamic design philosophy. The new design philosophy was due, in part, to the aging
Ford Pinto and Ford Maverick , and two oil embargoes which led to a rise in more fuel-efficient
import-vehicle sales. Taking note of this, Ford set out to revolutionize the automotive industry,
and laid the groundwork for three revolutionary vehicles: The Thunderbird and its Mercury
counterpart, the Cougar , the Tempo and its Mercury counterpart, the Topaz , and, later, the
Taurus and its Mercury counterpart, the Sable. The Tempo and Topaz were based on a stretched
version of the front-wheel-drive platform used on the Ford Escort , but with radical new bodies.
Being based on the Escort meant the Tempo and Topaz, unlike their Fairmont and Zephyr
predecessors, were front-wheel drive. By making them front-wheel drive, interior space was
much larger than if they had been rear-wheel-drive. The transaxle designs also borrowed
heavily from the Ford Escort. However, there were few common components due to the Tempo
and Topaz's larger size. In December , wind tunnel testing began on the Tempo, with more than
hours of testing resulting in more than different design changes. These door frames wrapped
up over the edge of the roof which improved sealing, allowed for hidden drip rails, and cleaned
up the A-pillar area of the car significantly. The rear track was also widened, creating more
aerodynamic efficiency. The front grille was laid back more and the leading edge of the hood
was tuned for aerodynamic cleanliness. Wheels were pushed out to the edges of the body,
decreasing areas where air turbulence would be created. The rear of the cars were treated to
just as many changes. The rear window was laid down at 60 degrees as well, and the trunk lid
was raised higher than the side windows. This allowed the air to flow off the car more smoothly,
and allowed for greater fuel efficiency. From the side view, this raised trunk created a wedge
look to the car which was especially prominent on the two-door coupe versions. All of these
changes created a coefficient of drag Cd of 0. Ford endeavored to make every trim level look
attractive, not just the top-of-the-line versions as had been customary in Detroit. Initial
advertising featured a Tempo sedan performing a loop on a stunt track. The commercials touted
the Tempo as being "America's all new aerodynamic sedan" and listed features such as "the
world's most advanced automotive computer", called " EEC-IV ", that was claimed to have the
ability to monitor up to seven vital engine functions, and noted the interior to be roomier in the
rear seat than a Mercedes-Benz D. Other ads featured the slogan "Pick up the Tempo of your
life. The first generation Tempo and Topaz were released on May 26, [3] [4] as models, and

equaled the length of a Chevrolet Citation at the time, to which it was a response. Despite the
Fairmont at The Tempo was Ford's first compact car downsizing, just four years after GM
downsized its compact cars in for the model years; two and a half years after Chrysler's
compact K-cars were introduced. The four-door Tempo used rear quarter windows in the
C-pillars while the four-door Topaz received a more formal C-pillar arrangement without rear
quarter windows. The front of the car featured a set of two sealed-beam halogen headlamps
recessed in chrome "buckets" and the grille in between the headlights featured four horizontally
thin rails each swept back to allow for greater air flow into the engine compartment and over the
hood. The Tempo shared much of its design language with the European Ford Sierra , launched
a year earlier. The first generation Tempo came standard with a new 2. Mated to either of these
engines were the choice of a standard four-speed IB4 or optional five-speed MTX-III manual
transmission which was the standard, and only option for the diesel engine variant , or the
optional three-speed FLC automatic with a floor-mounted shift lever. In late , the five-speed
manual became standard and the four-speed was discontinued. In addition, a slight
modification was made to the five-speed transmission, moving the "reverse" position on the
gear shift knob from right beside first gear to the opposite bottom corner. This was done to
decrease the possibility of mistakenly shifting into reverse rather than first gear during takeoff.
The instrument panel featured a new, easier to read gauge layout, with all switches and controls
placed within easy reach of the driver. In early , [5] the Tempo became the first production
American automobile to feature a driver's side airbag as a supplemental restraint system. Half
also received a special windshield designed to minimize lacerations to passengers, and all were
early recipients of the high-mounted brake lights that became required by law in In October , [8]
the Tempo and the Topaz saw numerous moderate design changes for which coincided with the
release of the then-new and revolutionary Taurus. While generally considered the same car, the
front and rear end styling was where the changes were most evident. The standard rectangular
sealed-beam halogen headlamps were replaced with new, plastic composite designs which only
required replacing the bulb itself. These new headlights were flush-mounted to match the
redesigned front corner lights and a freshly restyled grille, which also closely matched that of
the Taurus the Topaz received a pseudo-lightbar grille styled after the Sable. For the rear end,
the trunk and taillights were slightly restyled, giving the car a sharper look. Replacing the
carburetor on the 2. Other changes and improvements included the addition of automatically
retracting front seat belt shoulder straps, and the addition of a new all-wheel-drive model. The
Tempo AWD included special badging, interior badges. Other available features included power
lumbar support, four-way power driver's seat and a cassette player. From to , there was also the
Sport GL, which included unique interior and exterior styling cues, an HSO high specific output
version of the 2. It was badged simply as "GL", however the Sport GL was more easily
recognizable because it lacked the GL's chrome front and rear bumpers. This all-wheel drive
system developed exclusively for the Tempo and Topaz was available for model years to The
Tempo and Topaz sedans received a major redesign for , whereas the coupes were instead
facelifted, all arriving in November On the front end of the Tempo, a completely restyled grille
featured three thin horizontal chrome bars with a Ford oval in the center, with two composite
flush-mounted rectangular headlamps with restyled front turn signal housings on either side.
For the rear, the taillights received a major rework and were now completely flush-mounted. A
restyled rear quarter window was designed to match and blend evenly with the completely
restyled rear door trim. The Topaz was differentiated from the Tempo by a more formal rear
window, a waterfall grille, more upscale wheels, and solid red tail-lights. The interior of both the
sedan and coupe models saw a brand new instrument panel design, with a central gauge cluster
now with a standard engine temp gauge , and more ergonomic driver controls. Fan and
windshield wiper controls were now mounted on rotary-style switches on either side of the
instrument panel, and the HVAC controls received a new push-button control layout. Other
changes included reworked interior door panels. A driver's side airbag continued as an option,
a rarity then for an economy level car. Topaz models featured the tachometer-equipped gauge
cluster and a front center armrest standard. The model year the last year of the restyled look
saw the discontinuation of the all-wheel drive Tempo and Topaz, as well as the now Canadian
market exclusive entry-level Tempo L. For , the Tempo and Topaz saw a minor restyle; the
Tempo gained body-colored side trim replacing the black and chrome trim as well as full
body-colored bumpers. The three bar chrome grille on the Tempo was also replaced with a new,
body-colored monochromatic grille, while the Topaz's chrome grille was replaced with a new
non-functional light-bar. Also for , the 3. The model year would be the last year of the GLS, as it
was discontinued along with its Topaz counterpart in Also, a fuel door indicator was added to
the fuel gauge an arrow pointing to the side of the car where the fuel door was located. While
highly innovative in its early years, and even though it was a strong seller for nearly its entire

lifetime, by the early s the Tempo and the Topaz were seen as an aging platform. They also
lacked an automatic transmission with overdrive when compared to newer 4-speed automatics.
It was also to be the last year for the 2. Also, it was to be the last year for the 3-speed FLC
automatic transmission; although it was slightly redesigned, given overdrive, and was used on
the Ford Escort and Mercury Tracer. With all of these factors, Ford stopped production of the
Tempo on March 25, , when the last one rolled off the Claycomo, Missouri assembly line. Today,
the Ford Fusion occupies the same market niche that the Tempo and Topaz once did. The Ford
Tempo was a massive sales success for Ford. It was one of the top ten best selling cars in the
US, usually in the top five, during its entire production. Through , Ford sold a total of , examples
of the Tempo and Topaz, [11] nearly , more units than the best-selling Toyota Camry of the day.
Below is a list of annual model year production figures for the Tempo. From Wikipedia, the free
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produced in Lima, Ohio , largely using tooling and designs adapted from the CID straight The
engine was introduced as an alternative to the 2. The 2. Bore and stroke is The early HSC
engines were carbureted, with a 1-barrel Holley carburetor. The extra displacement was needed
to provide a four-cylinder engine option for fleet customers of the new Ford Taurus. From
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as PDF Printable version. Add links. Gasoline engines. EcoBoost I3. Crossflow I4. CVH I4. Zetec
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Modular V10 6. Diesel engines. Ford Duratorq. Ford 3. Much like the other domestic
manufacturers in the s, Ford experimented with diesel power in an effort to combat poor fuel
economy and chase the success companies like Mercedes were enjoying. The body appears to
be mint, and the early Tempo body is rare to see in any form. The diesel variants were actually
powered by a Mazda-sourced 2. Thank God it has the stick as it would be appallingly slow
otherwise. Inside is nothing short of amazing. These were not exactly built with high-grade
materials, so rapid deterioration was not uncommon. The presence of a dash mat and very
clean cloth seats indicates this Tempo was cherished, or simply owned by an elderly person
who kept it to in-town drives. However, those drives were not kept to a minimum as this Tempo
has a healthy K miles showing on the odometer â€” which makes the cosmetic condition even
more impressive. Had a 84 escort diesel and a 84 tempo diesel. I always thought they were
Mitsubishi diesel motors. Decent cars when new, but once high miles had low compression,
poor starting, and eventually head gasket issues. Fantastic fuel economy. Over 50 mpg with the
escort. I remember the Ford Tempo and Mercury Topaz. My brother had one. It stunk but it ran.

Was always there when he got back. No one wanted it. But it worked. Send it too the auto
wrecker and crush it. The Mazda is the RF model diesel of about 50hp. They also had a 2. Never
overheat one of these as the heads are aluminum. Very quiet for a diesel. The did make a turbo
RF in later years. I have a new base engine model R2 in my barn. I could see my wife in this. In
fact she drove a tempo when we met. Our first weekend together was in it. This one would be
perfect for her granny duties now. We put a few of these through our shop. Head was
susceptible to cracking but we stitched them all together. Timing belt was somewhat of a hassle
and the water pump HAD to be changed when you changed the belt. The engine was NOT a free
runner so if that belt jumped, you had an engine job to do. He said he was trading the car off.
Well, the water pump seized; the belt broke and the engine was heavily damaged. He tried to
sue us, and lost but we still had to fight it. New policy in our shop: If we cannot fix it the way it
should be fixed, bring a scoop shovel and a tow truck because we refuse the job; it will NOT
drive out under its own powerâ€¦. It finally died Sept , with over , KMs on it. Well, did not actually
die but gaskets were leaking oil. This is rare! Only worked on a few of these when new. These
would run for K miles if maintained correctly. Tempos were really good, reliable cars when
maintained right. Not a hot rod by any means but if you are looking for a great daily this would
be it. I have about 10 of these. None roadworthy anymore. Just sitting rotting. They were good
cars back in the day. Put , on one commuting. Rebuilt the cooling system every 2 years, timing
belts, and suspension rebuild at k. Needed nothing else. Very slow though. There are about 15
of these left in the world. And 10 of them are in Michigan, owned by a guy named Mark. Don't
post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead.
Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Ford. Like
This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Fred w. Probably the highest mileage ever attained with a
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. Should have been named Temp-slow. Are wheels from later Tempo model?? Drop a CJ in
thereâ€¦ erâ€¦. It needs a Cummins. Rekked neb. Gay Car Nut. Joshua Hunter. Is the dash mat
there because the car was cherished or because the dash is cracked? And at k miles, is this still
considered a survivor? David Miraglia. Ford Tempo Diesel,in Beige â€” can it get any more
bland? The odometer looks more like 32, miles to me. They also made this in an all wheel drive
version. Clearly the gas model was too fast. Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Dang, if this thing was AWD
it would be very tempting. Nice find, Jeff! Pretty cool. Rob S. The odometer says 32,, not , It was
offered from through in escort, lynx, tempo, topaz. Tired Plow Truck: Dodge Ramcharger.
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